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Skeletal muscle denervation represents a group of affection of locomotor system capable to disable functional activities. In 
order to improve the reabilitation process, all the elements in which compound the skeletal muscle should be consider. We 

studied the soleus muscle after surgery denervation through sciatic nerve section in adult male Wistar mice. After fifteen days 
of hindlimb palsy the soleus muscle atrophy was studied through the analysis of muscular weight and transverse sectional area 
of muscle fibers. After this, we analyzed fiber types with histochemical analyses for myofibrilar-ATPase reaction to appoint 
changes in contractile behavior of soleus muscle. The mophology of satellite’s cells was studied using eletronic transmition 
microscopy images and the microvasculature architecture with corrosion casts in prepar for eletronic scanning microscopy. 
We observed that soleus muscle reduces 36% of mass, showing hypotrophy. Also, we verified an increase in the fast-twich (type 
II) and indeferentiated fiber type revealing alteration in contractile muscle behavior. Considering the eletronic transmition 
mycroscopy datas, which reveals disarrangement of the skeletal muscle tissue with onesided prolongation of satellite cell, 
showing its migratory potential and capacity to regeneration the lesion’s tissue. We compared all this results with the microvessel 
architeture using the eletronic scanning microscopy when we realize an important reduction in the cappilary espirilaments, 
probably in the areas where the skeletal muscle lost its contractile capacity and a reason capillar-fiber turns 35% smaller in 
experimental group. We conclude how important is the studies associating the microvessels arrangement in adaption of a 
skeletal muscle injury.
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